
Urben implement a truly bespoke executive 
solution, delivering a modern Zoom Room 
environment for new American global HQ. 

This online global marketplace for buying and 
trading securities is an American multinational 
financial services corporation that owns and 
operates three stock exchanges in the USA.

    

OBJECTIVES
● Embrace the global “video-first” mentality across the 

organisation

● Refresh video technology whilst maintaining premium 
experience

● Enable users to bring their Zoom experience into the 
meeting space

● Create a state-of-the-art executive meeting room that 
enables immersive collaboration 

OUTCOME
● High functioning technology that enables video and 

data collaboration

● Rapid installation with freestanding solutions for easy 
maintenance

● Intuitive, easy to use technology 

TECHNOLOGY

● Zoom Rooms video conferencing software

● Triple-screen using: 86” Planar displays, Poly 
EagleEye Director II camera, Poly G7500 codec, Poly 
ceiling microphone array, K-array KV25 speakers and 
Poly TC8 controller
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Next Generation Zoom Rooms for a High-Quality Video Experience

This global successful company was on a mission to adopt a video-first mentality, bringing video to 
every desktop and meeting room in the organisation. Paramount to this was ensuring inter-room 
compatibility and a consistent user experience as part of the company’s transition to Zoom. 

The Solution

As this company moved in to a 145,000 square foot lease at 4 Times Square, they looked to 
Urben for the deployment of a new solution for their executive triple screen experience.

The premium triple-screen solution for the new Times Square office was a more traditional 
Urben installation. A faceted triple 86” Urben frame allows for participants to focus on data 
analysis whilst engaging with remote participants through first class video

PHOTO

Urben’s solution really was unique. It combines the technology 
we wanted with the look and feel we love, all whilst working 
around existing structures within the room. It means we can 
focus on what matters most to our business, knowing we’ve 
got the best tools for the job.
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The Outcome

Ultimately, the bespoke solution empowered this company’s executive team 
with the very best experience to make important decisions. The triple-screen 
setup with premium sound quality ensured there was the ability to analyse 
critical data on both screens.

Why Urben?

The Urben solution was floor-mounted, so required no wall 
reinforcement. Urben worked closely with furniture manufacturers and 
room designers to ensure the environment was suitable for an 
executive experience. 

A custom screen height ensured the system was at the ideal height for 
natural engagement between in-office and remote participants. The 
premium audio from K-Array topped off an executive audio visual 
experience. 


